After 8
FOR YOUTH & THE YOUNG AT HEART
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We hope you had a fantastic Bank Holiday Weekend last
week and enjoyed the video and activity sheet! This
week’s theme is …. (drum roll please…)

WORD PUZZLE

A Message

Below are 6 anagrams. Unscramble
the letters to find the hidden words!
All 6 words are different types of
messages.

from Above

1. XTTE
2. RLETSET
3. MEILA
4. OKFABCOE
5. DCOED
6. STCERE
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FIND THE HIDDEN MESSAGE
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During World War I
and World War II,
code was used to
ensure that secret
messages wouldn’t be
found out by the
opposition.

Watch this video to find
out more:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/te
ach/class-clipsvideo/history-ks2codebreaking-in-worldwar-two/zdq2jhv

To the left you can see
the DELTA alphabet
and the morse code,
used often by the army
and emergency services
today! Why not use it to
send messages to your
friends and family!!

Solve the clues to spell 6
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books or people that are

PUZZLE

named in the Bible

A)

ER

B)

C)

D
)

E)

F)

JO

A

AH
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TRY AT HOME
Why not go outside and have a
look at the sky! Have a look at the
stars and see if you can see any of
the following animals:

goat, fish, ram, bull, crab, lion,
scorpion, eagle, dolphin,
chameleon, crow, swan, crane,
two water snakes, a generic
lizard, hare, wolf, lynx, peacock,
fox, toucan, flying fish, fly

…And if you have lots of time to spare, do
have a go at watching the clouds in the sky!
See if you can spot any animals in the
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clouds!
HAVE A GO AT THIS LINGO

 A’gate – meaning ‘get on your way’, ‘be off with you’.
 Ah’m – meaning I am. “Ah’m off t’ bog.”
 Ba’ht – meaning without. “On Ilkey Moor bah’t at”
(without a hat).
 Bagsy – meaning to claim something for yourself.
“Bagsy me in the front seat”
 Bairn – meaning child. “The poor bairn needs a nap.”
 Be reight – meaning it’ll be okay. “Don’t worry about
her, she’ll be reight.”
 Butty – meaning sandwich. “Ooh I think I’ll have a nice
spam and egg butty for me breakfast.”
 Cack-handed – meaning left handed. “No wonder ‘he
can’t use tin opener properly, hes cack-handed.”
 Cake ‘oil – Meaning mouth. “Shut thi’ cake ‘oil”.
 Ey-up – meaning ‘watch out’, ‘be careful’, or to be used
as a greeting, especially when seeing
someone/something you weren’t expected. “Ey up
Lad! Not seen you in ages.”

The above words are Yorkshire words that
you may have heard before. Though they
are less commonly used now they are still
popular! Have a go at saying these to your
friends and family.
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CODEWORD

In this codeword, each number corresponds to a
certain letter of the alphabet. Fill in the puzzle to spell
words and find out what letter is represented by what
number!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
I

N

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
R
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At this time many of us will be receiving many different types of messages-Emails,
Letters, Texts, Facebook Messages, WhatsApp Messages, Zoom Calls, and Phone
Calls. Without social interaction with people outside our household permitted we
have strived to keep contact in less common ways of communication. We use this
communication to keep in touch with family and friends, as well as to help and
support other people in our communities. In our messages we tell others about our
good news (what we’ve been up to) and offer words of encouragement, love, advice
and help.
When Jesus lived 2020 years ago He told many parables to the people He met.
Scholars often wonder why He did this, asking why He ‘hid the messages’ He was
trying to communicate in stories.
Jesus used parables-stories- so that the message He was telling could be easily
understood. He showed them how they should live and taught them how they
should appreciate what they have. He told them about the freedom they had too
and the love that God had for them.
The Bible itself can seem so confusing at times, like its messages are all hidden.
However, the overall message of the Bible is simple. It is the Good News of Jesus
Christ. The entire of the Old Testament (the start of the Bible) leads up to the
coming of a saviour, and in the New Testament (the latter part of the Bible) we
find out that Jesus is that saviour-the Son of God.
Jesus was sent by God as a message of love, faith, trust, and joy; A message from
above! He came to reveal God to the world. Some people received this message and
believed in Jesus and these people spread the message far and wide. But others
received this message and ignored it or even tried to stop its spread!
Likewise, you don’t get a letter from a friend and throw it in the bin or rip-it-up.
No, you read the letter out to your friends and family, and tell others.
So let’s continue to spread a message of love at this time and help others in our
communities.
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LISTEN

Every year there is a GIANT FESTIVAL that happens every year called ‘Big Church Day
Out’ that happens on the Bnak Holiday Weekened. However, due to the pandemic this
year’s was cancelled. That said, they decided to do a ‘Big Church Day In’ instead! So bob
along onto youtube to listen for free to some of the music that would have been at this
year’s festival, done from the artist’s homes!
Visit Youtube and search ‘Big Church Day In’. We recommend that you definitely have a
look at the ‘Main Stage’!

Every Sunday after 8pm, we release a short video for a bit of fun and a laugh for you at home. We explore the
thought mentioned in the activity sheet a bit more and show you some more cool things you can try at home!
To watch the video, just visit our Youtube Channel ‘Time After 8’, and watch the latest video!
THE NEXT VIDEO WILL BE PREMIERED THIS SUNDAY AT 8PM, AND IS WELL WORTH A LOOK!
The following link should get you there: https://youtu.be/He20AIlsSvA
ANSWERS
2) If you have found this message you are more clever than a goldfish
3) a) Peter b) Joshua c) Noah d) Numbers e) Judges f) Job

